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GENERAL PRINCIPLES
of placing advertisements in publications of Agora S.A.

APPENDIX nr B2

The technical standards of placing Advertisements depend on the printing technology and vary by title. Please download the
technical standards according to the table below:
TECHNICAL STANDARDS of placing Advertisements printed in the COLD-SET technology - HERE
TECHNICAL STANDARDS of placing Advertisements printed in the HEAT-SET technology - HERE

HEAT-SET TECHNOLOGY* COLD-SET TECHNOLOGY*
KKssiiąążżkkii..  MMaaggaazzyynn  ddoo  cczzyyttaanniiaa XX  ((CCOOVVEERR)) XX  ((MMEEAANNSS))

WWyyssookkiiee  OObbccaassyy  EExxttrraa XX

AAvvaannttii XX

KKuucchhnniiaa XX

LLooggoo XX

OOppiieekkuunn XX

RULES OF PREPARATION AND DELIVERY OF INSERTS FOR MAGAZINES 

1. A standard Insert is leaflet of lesser size than the title and weighting 20 g. If the format or weight of your leaflet exceeds the
standard value an additional fee as per the price list will be charged.

2. The indicative print run of an issue of a Magazine as stated by the Publisher may differ by up to 5% of the total print run.The
Publisher shall not be responsible for an increase or decrease of a Magazine print run above or below 5% if the difference is
caused by extraordinary events that could not be foreseen at the time of accepting your order.

3. After the Insert publication, the Publisher shall inform the Advertiser about the number of unused Inserts if the actual print
run of a given issue of the Magazine is below the print run confirmed to the Advertiser on accepting the order. In such a
case, the Advertiser has the right to place unused Inserts free of charge, on a date and in an issue of the Magazine agreed
with the Publisher. If the Advertiser decides not to place the unused Inserts free of charge it shall collect them from the
printing house at its own expense, not later than within 10 working days of the Insert publication. Upon expiry of this time
limit the Publisher will recycle the Inserts, and the Advertiser shall not be entitled to any claims against the Publisher on this
account.

4. If you deliver Inserts with parameters not consistent with the order and Insert specification or with our technical standards it
will result in the following:
– If it is technically possible, we may undertake to provide the service for an additional fee.
– If it is not possible to introduce the changes proposed by you or you do not pay the additional fee by the deadline specified
by us we will consider it as a cancellation of your order.
If the Inserts are not delivered to the printing house by the agreed deadline they will not be inserted or the Advertiser will be
charged with the cost of change of the production date.

5. If the Inserts are delivered earlier than agreed the Advertiser will be charged with the storage fee.

STANDARDS OF INSERT DELIVERY 
1. Please deliver (at your own expense) ready Inserts to the printing house specified in the Insert specification, by the deadline
specified in the publishing schedule of the Magazine.

2. Documents necessary for your leaflets to be accepted by the printing house:
– a legible copy of the Insert specification
– a delivery note or a bill of lading specifying the actual circulation of the leaflet as per the Insert specification, the number of
pallets (or packages / boxes / cartons) and the number of copies on a pallet (in a package, box, carton). Please indicate on
the delivery note or bill of lading whether the pallets with leaflets are disposable pallets (i.e. they stay at the printing house)
or they should be exchanged immediately for identical empty pallets.
Please be aware that printing houses do not send pallets back to the suppliers.

3. If Inserts are delivered through a courier company the shipment must be accompanied by a delivery note with all details
referred to in clause 2 above. Please remember that courier companies deliver leaflets on the basis of their weight only (not
quantity). The cost of the courier service shall be borne by the Advertiser.

* For occasional supplements, information about the printing technology will be provided to you by the employee of our sales department.

http://reklamatestowa.gazeta.pl/PDFy/HEAT-SET_eng.pdf
http://reklamatestowa.gazeta.pl/PDFy/COLD-SET_eng.pdf
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4. Please be aware that Inserts delivered for placement that are mechanically damaged (bent corners/edges, undulating and
uneven spines, crooked cutting, wet, binding faults, damaged during transport or packing), make proper inserting impossible.
This is why, and to ensure the top quality of our services, such Inserts will be rejected. It will result in a decrease of the
Insert circulation.

5. We will promptly inform you about any delays in the delivery of Inserts and about any shortages or quality faults.

INSERT PACKING STANDARDS
1. The printing houses accept only Inserts stacked on “Europallets” (120x80 cm). Non-standard pallets shall not be exchanged
for empty pallets. Pallets should be protected against moisture and packed in a way that prevents packages from sliding.
Delivery of Inserts in containers or secondary packaging transported by truck as general cargo is also acceptable.

2. The maximum height of a pallet with leaflets is 140 cm, and the maximum gross weight is 900 kg. Pallets should be secured
from the top with a cardboard or wooden cover and additionally with drawstring (so-called banding); avoid too tight banding of
pallets as it will cause leaflet edges to bend. It is advisable to place angle brackets on the edges of pallets to secure the
leaflets against deformation. Pallets may be laminated but you should ensure that the foil does not bend leaflet edges (too big
tension on the wrapping machine) as it would lead to the increase of losses during the process. On each of the four sides of
the pallet (package, box, carton) a copy of the Insert specification should be placed, with the exact number of leaflets, leaflet
name, issue date, supplement title, coverage and total number of pallets. Please place a leaflet sample in a visible place.

3. The information on each secondary package should be consistent with information on tags of each pallet. This applies in
particular to shipments delivered in containers or secondary packages.

4. The Inserts should be stacked loosely on a pallet and aligned in the same direction; the minimum stack height is 15 cm; the
layers should be separated with cardboard dividers. Inserts may not protrude over the pallet edge because it may lead to
damaging the leaflets in transport. Packages with inserts may not be wrapped in foil.


